Surface inspection in manufacturing scenarios is strongly related to accuracy and runtime requirements. To ensure high accuracy and reliable defect detection results, in many applications the environment will be modified with respect to constant illumination and well defined system behavior. In these cases early vision algorithms like edge detection or thresholds are applied for surface inspection which are not complex and runtime intensive. In more complex scenarios with changing illumination conditions more elaborate image processing techniques are needed to ensure reliable defect detection, which leads to more runtime intensive algorithms. To overcome this challenges time-consuming operations can be transferred to additional hardware to satisfy the strong runtime constrains even for complex image processing techniques. The graphics processing unit (GPU) as a co-processor offers great potential and massively parallel computing power to enable real-time application of complex computing steps in production scenarios. We introduce a GPU based implementation of unsupervised defect detection on textured surfaces. Evaluation on an artificial dataset confirms excellent defect detection results and real-time performance.
Introduction
Automated surface inspection is a standard processing step in production and ensures reliable defect detection and categorization of defects in different classes (e.g. scratch or gouge). It has applications on a variety of different surfaces like detection of defects on metallic surfaces or wafer, but also in ceramics, wood or food industry [1] . The decision whether an object under investigation is classified as defective or defect free involves different kinds of information like texture, color, geometry or a combination of the proposed information. A review about the localization for 3D geometry defects of manufactured free-form surfaces is given in [2] . The focus in this contribution is set to the inspection of surfaces with a strong background texture. Examples of strong textured surfaces are shown in Fig. 1 .
The examples are from an artificial dataset provided by the DAGM (German Association for Pattern Recognition) and Robert Bosch GmbH and represent different kinds of defects on varying background texture [3] . In the following, we refer to them as DAGM dataset. Here, early vision algorithms like edge detection or thresholds are not sufficient for high defect detection rates. Another challenge is the variety of defects with respect to shape, size and orientation. For reliable defect detection even with strong textured surfaces or changing illumination conditions the pure pixel values have to be transformed to a feature representation. These features are abstract representations of the pure pixel or pixel neighborhoods and used for classification and decision making. In this paper we introduce local statistical feature representations in combination with a multi-scale analysis technique.
In this contribution we introduce a novel implementation on GPU architecture of an unsupervised texture defect detection method where an area is classified as defective, when the local statistical change in texture feature representation is high compared to neighboring areas as introduced in [8] . This technique doesn't need any training examples and therefore no defect model is generated.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we review the state of the art in texture analysis techniques. The structure of the proposed method and remarks regarding the implementation on CPU/GPU architecture is introduced in Section 3. Performance data evaluated on an artificial dataset are presented in Section 4 and a conclusion and outlook is given in Section 5.
State of the art
Detailed reviews of different surface inspection methods are given by Xie [1] , Kumar [9] and Ngan et al. [10] . Materka and Strzelecki [11] give a general overview about texture analysis without a special focus on surface inspection. Based on these contributions texture analysis is categorized in Statistical Structural Filter based Model based Classification approaches. Statistical techniques are based on the measurement and interpretation of the spatial distribution of pixel values [1] . Classical first order statistics, which describe histogram properties, are mean, median or standard deviation but also higher order statistics like kurtosis or statistical moments. A main advantage of statistical feature descriptions are the translation and rotation invariance, which means, a defect has the same feature description independent from position and orientation [1, 9] . Besides histogram properties Local Binary Patterns (LBP) introduced by Ojala are used as a non-linear shift invariant texture feature [12] . The LBP calculates a locally weighted threshold with neighboring pixel which represents the non-linearity in the feature description. Structural techniques characterize texture via compositions of texture primitives. A blob based texture analysis technique applied on low resolution images is presented in [13] . Blobs are used to fit surface defects with arbitrary geometry. Also morphological operations are part of the structural approaches as described in [14, 15] . In general, structural approaches perform well on very regular textures but considerable less with respect to strong textured materials and textures, as focused in our contribution [10] .
Detecting points and edges are early vision techniques. To extract these information spatial or frequency domain filtering is applied. In spatial domain, images are convoluted by means of specific filter masks, like Gaussian or gradient filters. Filter banks combine different single filters to extract orientation weighted information as well as resolution information. Classical techniques like Gabor filter are extensively used in texture defect detection [16, 17] . In contrast to Fourier analysis, Gabor filters estimate the strength of specific frequency bands and orientations with a local reference. Also wavelet transform has been used for image decomposition into resolution and orientation hierarchy sub-images [18, 19] . Simoncelli and Freeman introduced the steerable pyramid decomposition based on steerable orientation filters [20] realized as directional derivatives. In contrast to wavelet transformation, the steerable pyramid is able to decompose an input image into arbitrarily orientated sub-images [21] .
Model based methods using stochastic modeling of textured surfaces by means of simple functions of random variables [1, 10] . Autoregressive models are based on linear dependences between pixels of textured surfaces.
Comer and Delp applied a multi-resolution Gaussian autoregressive model for segmentation of textured surfaces by modeling defective regions among several resolutions [22] . The Phase Only Transform is used in [23] to remove the regularity of the background texture and based on the remaining structure a probabilistic estimate about defective regions can be derived, where no defect training examples are needed. Xie and Mirmehdi introduced the Texem model, where small image patches of random size are used to model defective image regions [24] . Patches are extracted from raw training data and mixture models are applied to reduce grouping of patches to a number of texture primitives. The final defect classification is realized using novelty detection.
The previous presented techniques are used for feature extraction and describe defective or defect free regions as abstract patterns. For decision making supervised machine learning techniques are often applied to generate a separating model between different classes based on training data. This contribution doesn't use a training stage, because in real-world applications training data are hard to generate and therefore no explicit defect model will be learned. A detailed review about classification is defect detection is given in [1, 9, 10] .
The review shows that based on the variety and complexity of defects and backgrounds a huge number of different strategies for defect detection on textured surfaces exist. The most common methods are filter based approaches, especially filter banks and statistical approaches, based on the invariance against rotation and translation [1, 9] . In the following section a combination of these techniques is used for reliable defect detection on strong textured surfaces.
Defect detection method
To overcome the challenge of varying defect representations with respect to shape, size and orientation a cascaded surface inspection structure was introduced in [8] . It applies techniques from different categories introduced in Section 2 and generates local statistical representations of small areas called blocks. To enable realtime performance runtime intensive parts are outsourced to GPU.
The GPU is a massively parallel system based on the Single-Instruction-Multiple-Data (SIMD) paradigm. This paradigm represents computer systems with multiple processors that perform the same operation on multiple data in parallel. Traditionally, a GPU was optimized for graphics rendering when NVIDIA published the Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) in 2006. Based on this architecture it is possible to access the massively parallel computing power of the GPU even for non-graphical problems [25] . A GPU, e.g. GTX 680 which is used in this contribution is able to perform 3000 GFLOPS/s (Giga floating point operations per second). This is approximately 10 times more than standard dual core CPU processors. A GPU is composed of hundreds of multiprocessors (MP), where each MP consists of 8 single processors. A CUDA Block is mapped to a MP and the MPs work in parallel. Therefore, each problem has to be divided into independent sub-problems which fit the MP architecture. The main bottleneck of the GPU is the data transfer from CPU to GPU and vice versa. Thus, data transfer has to be minimized for optimal runtime performance. For a more detailed description we refer to [25] .
An overview about the basic structure of the proposed technique is shown in Figure 2 . After data acquisition on CPU, data are transferred to GPU main memory. The main calculation steps are implemented on the GPU. In the Decomposition and Texture Analysis step a raw image is decomposed into orientation and resolution sub-images based on the steerable pyramid technique described in [8, 20] . Multi-scale and orientation analysis is applied to separate a defect from a background texture, when the background texture has a specific direction. An example is given in Figure 1 image 2. Here, the orientation of the background texture differs from the defect. This filter bank technique applies Gaussian low-pass filter on each pyramid step. The filters are normalized, so that after filtering the resulting image can be downscaled in width and high by a factor of 2 without the loss of information, based on the sampling theorem. The result is an arrangement of images in pyramid fashion, where the input image has e.g. a size of 512px×512px, after one time low pass filtering the resulting size is 256×256 and so on. Here, the number of resolution calculations is four steps. In addition, each scale is decomposed into orientation sub-bands. We choose six orientations per scale starting from 0° in 30° steps up to 150° as a reasonable trade-off between computation and accuracy. This results in 24 sub-images (four scales × six orientations) for each input image. On GPU the convolution with different filter masks is divided to the GPU multiprocessors and therefore mapped to a CUDA block. Each multiprocessor calculates the convolution of 16px×16px. The mapping of a single patch to a MP is shown in Figure 3a . For an image size of 512px×512px the CUDA block size is therefore 32×32. Other arrangements are also possible (e.g. dividing the image into 32px×32px but less runtime optimized. Pixels in the border region are padded for convolution by mirroring neighborhood pixels. The resulting orientation and resolution sub images are stored in the global memory.
In the second step the LBP feature is calculated. LBP calculates a weighted threshold with its neighbors for each sub-image. We choose a 3×3 neighborhood for optimized runtime results. This nonlinear step requires loops for pixel comparison and thresholding. This is not optimal for GPU programming, because loops need synchronization steps and other CUDA multiprocessors have to wait until every processor has finished calculation. Another reason is that CUDA multiprocessors need to access the same data points at the same time. Then, calculation is serialized among MP and no parallel computation is possible. Nevertheless, the LBP calculation is on GPU, because it is more time consuming to copy the data from GPU to CPU as calculating the LBP on GPU.As shown in [8] the LBP calculation is more robust for strong textured surfaces than pure pixel values. Every pixel value will be replaced by its LBP weight in a range of [0, 255] which represents a measurement for local change in texture, while high values correspond to strong changes.
In the Statistical Features processing step each sub-image is divided into overlapping patches as shown in Figure 3b . The block size is 32px×32px with an overlap of half a block size in x-and y-direction. In the downscaled images the block size will also be reduced by a factor of 2. Inside each block a local histogram based on the LBP values is calculated. Each patch is mapped to a CUDA MP and therefore all patches are calculated in parallel. The local histograms are transformed to a lower dimensional feature space by calculating statistical representations like mean, median, max, variance etc. A location is treated as defective when a local maximum in the statistical representations occurs. A detailed overview about the statistics representation is given in [8] . Calculating e.g. the maximum in a histogram requires serialized processing steps. For an optimized GPU calculation these calculations are realized using parallel reduction technique [26] . The resulting statistical features are transferred back to CPU. A final defect location is computed by local comparison of different statistics representations when at least three statistic representations vote for the same defect location. Figure 4 shows an example input image from the DAGM dataset of size 512px×512px with three resulting statistic features. In the feature representation, red color denotes high defect probability. Reliable defect detection is shown in the mean and variance feature representation. A detailed analysis of the DAGM dataset can be found in [8] . In average, almost 93% of all defect categories from more than 6000 examples are classified correctly.
Experiments and results
The main focus in this contribution was set to runtime performance and efficient computing on a CPU/GPU architecture. For comparison, we implemented the proposed method on an AMD Phentom II X6 processor at 2.6 GHz and on a NVIDIA GTX 680. The transfer time of the input image from CPU to GPU main memory is 1.2 ms. Compared to the total runtime, the data transfer from CPU to GPU is negligible. This will not hold, if the size of the input image ascends. The comparison in Table 1 shows that in this implementation the LBP calculation is the limiting factor based on the LBP non-linearity, both on CPU and GPU. The pyramid calculation is very efficient on GPU, because convolution can be implemented independently for small image regions without simultaneous access to specific pixel. Based on the parallel reduction algorithm, statistical block processing is 11 times faster on GPU compared to a CPU implementation. Both implementations are realized using float precision. There are no differences between CPU and GPU implementation regarding detection accuracy. 
Conclusion
We presented an unsupervised defect detection method for strong textured surfaces implemented on a CPU/GPU architecture. A comparison has demonstrated, that GPU offers great potential to accelerate runtime intensive algorithms in the field of industrial image processing. With a stronger focus on on-board memory on GPU, much higher acceleration rates are possible. GPU offers great potential also in other fields of production engineering, e.g. in simulation or high dimensional decision making processes. Future research will focus on more efficient implementations and on investigations regarding the robustness and reliability of GPUs in real production scenarios.
